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‘Shaw Trial = 
Delay Ruling.» THE NEW Orleans D DA con 

tends a New <Grrewmbased 
cons racy resulted in the No- - 

1963, assassination st 
Dallas of President K 

Warren Commission 
Harvey Oswald 

Judge Edward J. Hag- alone in the shooting and it 

gerty Jr. is to rule today jfound po credible evidence of 

whether District Attor- ;@ conspiracy. 

torney Jim Garrison can 
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i Soa te on ‘ocoortoe after statement that Kennedy was 
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for 2 delay, based on chains 
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by federal secrecy. ; 

GARRISON’S. chief assist- 
art, James L. Alcock, said 
he will go all the way to the 
Louisiana Supreme Court if 
necessary to delay the tial. - 
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’ motion to delay, Alcock hint- 
ed strongly the Shaw case 
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were placed Jo the National : , 
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family with y the stipulation - 
that they not be made public. 
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